


Amulet
(Books 1–8)
Kazu Kibuishi
Emily’s adventure begins when she enters a world of 
mysterious beauty, tentacled creatures, and dangerous 
enemies!
$12.99 US

Q: What’s your 
favorite thing 
to draw?
A: Landscapes.

Q&A with
Kazu
Kibuishi
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Dog Man 
(Books 1–7)
Dav Pilkey
From the creator of Captain 
Underpants, it’s Dog Man,  
the crime-biting canine who 
is part dog, part man, and 
ALL HERO!
$9.99 US

Q: If you could have 
a superpower, which 
one would it be? 
A: To calm others.

Q: What’s your 
favorite snack? 
A: Fruit.

Q: What’s your favorite book? 
A: Cannery Row by John Steinbeck.

Q:  If you weren’t 
creating graphic 
novels, what would 
your job be?
A: Making useful 
inventions.

$12.99 US

COMINGFALL 2019!

Art © 2008 by Kazu Kibuishi. 
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City of Light, 
City of Dark
Avi/Brian Floca
Two kids fight to save their 
city from eternal winter in 
this gripping fantasy.
$12.99 US

Cardboard
Doug TenNapel
Cam is disappointed to 
receive a cardboard box 
for his birthday—until he 
bends it into a man that 
comes magically to life!
$12.99 US

Time Shifters
Chris Grine
When Luke investigates an 
eerie blue glow in the woods 
behind his house, it takes him 
on a headlong adventure in a 
parallel dimension!
$12.99 US

Bad Island
Doug TenNapel
Reese and his family must 
survive as castaways in this 
thrilling island adventure 
with a twist!
$10.99 US

EP IC  ADVE N TURE

The Lost Boy
Greg Ruth
When Nate discovers a note 
addressed to him under the 
floorboards of his bedroom, 
he’s thrust into a mystery 
about a boy who went 
missing years ago.
$12.99 US

Clem Hetherington 
and the Ironwood 
Race
Jen Breach/
Douglas Holgate
In this high-stakes adventure, 
an archaeologist and 
her robot brother join a 
dangerous rally race where 
the only rule is survival.
$14.99 US

The Adventures of 
John Blake: Mystery 
of the Ghost Ship
Philip Pullman/
Fred Fordham
Trapped in the mists of time 
by a terrible experiment 
gone wrong, John Blake is 
doomed to sail between 
centuries, searching for 
a way home.
$12.99 US

The Good Neighbors 
(Books 1–3)
Holly Black/Ted Naifeh 
When faerie and human 
worlds collide, who will 
pay the price?
$12.99 US

Tommysaurus Rex
Doug TenNapel
While exploring a cave near 
his grandpa’s house, 
Ely meets and befriends a 
full-grown dinosaur!
$12.99 US

Dream Jumper 
(Books 1–2)
Greg Grunberg/
Lucas Turnbloom
Ben has the ability to jump 
into your dreams and fight 
your nightmares for you. 
Can he defeat the evil 
Dream Lord?
$12.99 US

NewsPrints 
(Books 1–2)
Ru Xu
Blue is an orphan who 
disguises herself as a 
newsboy during a time 
of war, and one day she 
befriends a boy who is also 
not what he seems.
$12.99 US

BONE 
(Books 1–9)
Jeff Smith
Join the Bone cousins on their incredible adventure filled 
with wonderful and terrifying creatures!
$12.99 US

BONE Handbook
Jeff Smith 
$9.99 US

BONE Prequel: Rose
Jeff Smith/Charles Vess
$12.99 US

BONE Prequel: 
Tall Tales
Jeff Smith/Tom Sniegoski
$12.99 US

BONE: Quest for the 
Spark (Books 1–3)
Jeff Smith/Tom Sniegoski
$10.99 US

BONE Tribute Edition: 
Out from Boneville
Jeff Smith/Various
$14.99 US

48 PAGES 
OF BONUS 

ARTWORK!
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DOG MAN TM/® Dav Pilkey.
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Hey, Kiddo 
Jarrett J. Krosoczka
A powerful graphic memoir 
about growing up in a family 
grappling with addiction, and 
finding the art that helps you 
survive.
$14.99 US
Ages 12+

The Dumbest 
Idea Ever!
Jimmy Gownley
Jimmy Gownley shares his 
real-life story of how he 
grows from an eager-to-
please boy into a teenage 
comic book artist.
$12.99 US

Dogs of War
Sheila Keenan/Nathan Fox
A collection of captivating 
stories of the canine military 
heroes of World War I, World 
War II, and the Vietnam War.
$12.99 US

Raina Telgemeier

Drama
Raina Telgemeier
Callie loves theater, but her 
middle school’s latest show is 
filled with too much drama—
on AND off the stage!
$10.99 US

Sisters
Raina Telgemeier
Raina and Amara realize 
they must figure out how to 
get along—they are sisters, 
after all!
$10.99 US

Smile
Raina Telgemeier
Follow sixth grader Raina as 
she deals with boy trouble, 
frenemies, and major dental 
drama!
$10.99 US

The Baby-sitters Club 
(Books 1–7)
Ann M. Martin/
Raina Telgemeier/
Gale Galligan 
Whatever comes up—cranky 
toddlers, huge dogs, prank 
calls—count on The Baby-
sitters Club to save the day.
$10.99 US

Ghosts
Raina Telgemeier
Cat discovers that there are 
ghosts in her new town—
and her little sister is 
determined to meet one.
$10.99 US

Share Your Smile: 
Raina’s Guide 
to Telling Your 
Own Story
Raina Telgemeier
This interactive journal—
with guidance from Raina 
herself—shows aspiring 
comics artists how to craft 
their own stories. Includes a 
sneak peek of GUTS!
$12.99 US

How to Draw 
St acey from

Guts
Raina Telgemeier
In this companion to Smile 
and Sisters, Raina Telgemeier 
shares her story about 
growing up and gathering 
the courage to face—and 
conquer—her fears.
$12.99 US

Goosebumps 
Graphix: Slappy’s 
Tales of Horror
R.L. Stine/Various
Four of Goosebumps’ 
creepiest creature stories, 
adapted and illustrated by 
four acclaimed comic artists.
$12.99 US

Goosebumps Graphix 
(Books 1–3)
R.L. Stine/Various
Three ghoulish tales 
are featured in these 
Goosebumps graphic novels 
adapted into comic format 
by three acclaimed comic 
artists.
$9.99 US

The Phoenix Colossal 
Comics Collection 
(Vol 1–3)
Various Authors
A collection of comics from 
issues of The Phoenix, 
these bind-ups include 
brain-teasing stories, action-
packed nonfiction, puzzles, 
and more.
$14.99 US

GET  R E AL
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9876

by Ga le Ga l l igan

THE PHOENIX COLOSSAL 
COMICS COLLECTION

COMINGFALL 2019!

COMINGFALL 2019!
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LAUGH-OUT-LOUD FUN

Mr. Wolf’s Class 
(Books 1–3)
Aron Nels Steinke
Meet Margot, Sampson, and 
all the fourth-grade students 
in Mr. Wolf’s class, where 
every day is an adventure!
$9.99 US

Sparks!
Ian Boothby/ 
Nina Matsumoto
Sparks is a hero and man’s 
best friend, but nobody 
suspects he’s actually two 
cats controlling a mechanical 
dog suit!
$12.99 US

Missile Mouse
Jake Parker
Only one small space hero 
is big enough to save the 
world!
$10.99 US

Bunny vs. Monkey
(Books 1–3) 
Jamie Smart
A team of scientists sends 
Monkey into space! But 
instead, his spaceship crash-
lands in a forest, which he 
tries to claim as his own, in 
this hilarious off-the-wall 
series of good versus evil.
$7.99 US

The King of Kazoo
Norm Feuti
Scatterbrained King 
Cornelius and his daughter 
Bing have to save their 
kingdom from magic 
gone wrong.
$12.99 US

Magic Pickle 
Scott Morse
Behold the power of the 
sour! Can the Magic Pickle 
save the world from the 
Brotherhood of Evil Produce? 
$9.99 US

Knights of the Lunch 
Table (Books 1–2)
Frank Cammuso
Artie King wants to blend 
in at his new school. But by 
second period of his first day, 
he already has enemies.
$10.99 US

Bird & Squirrel 
(Books 1–5) 
James Burks
Bird is happy-go-lucky and 
Squirrel is a nervous wreck, 
but together they make a 
great team!
$8.99/$9.99 US

Toby Goes Bananas
Franck Girard/Serge Bloch
Meet Toby, the class 
clown who always gets 
the last laugh.
$9.99 US

Draw from Your Own Life!

SETTING
Sunny goes to visit Gramps in Florida at Pine Palms on pages 
12–13 and finds the retirement community very different from 
Pennsylvania. Where would you want your setting to be? How 
would you describe it so that readers would get a sense of 
place?

PERSONALITY
Buzz’s passion for comics helps to define his personality. 
What are some elements that would help define 
your personality? Is there an activity you love? A book? 
A television series?

Writing stories inspired by your own 
experiences can be a lot of fun. Here are 
some tips from Jennifer L. Holm and Matthew 
Holm, the co-creators of Sunny Side Up, on 
how to craft your own story.
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CHARACTERS
The scene on page 33 with Sunny’s grandpa and his friends 
was inspired by our grandfather and the people he knew in 
his retirement community. Are there people in your life who 
would inspire characters in your own writing?

CONFLICT
Sunny is having a hard time in this book dealing with her 
older brother. Do you have conflicts in your life that leave you 
wondering about what to do? Sometimes writing it on the 
page can help you to sort it out.

DETAILS
On page 93, Sunny is dazzled by all the food choices at the 
restaurant. This was inspired by a cafeteria-restaurant from 
our childhood. What are some details in your life that would 
give color to the story? Favorite foods? Music? Clothes?

Have fun sharing your own story!

Art © 2015 by Matthew Holm.

Sunny Side Up/Swing It, Sunny/
Sunny Rolls the Dice
Jennifer L. Holm/Matthew Holm
Follow Sunny as she navigates life—from misadventures at 
home to the treacherous hallways of . . . middle school.
$12.99 US

Wolfie Monster 
and the Big Bad 
Pizza Battle
Joey Ellis
Three monster brothers 
get into trouble in a wacky 
adventure to save their 
failing pizza parlor!
$12.99 US

Catwad
(Books 1–2)
Jim Benton
Catwad is a crabby tabby. 
His best friend Blurmp sees 
the bright side of anything. 
Together they make even 
the grumpiest of grumblers 
smile!
$8.99 US

COMINGFALL 2019!
COMINGFALL 2019!

COMINGFALL 2019!

Art © 2018 by Nina Matsumoto.

($16.99 CAN)

($12.99 CAN)

($11.99 CAN)
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($16.99 CAN)

($16.99 CAN)
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OUT  OF  TH I S  WORLD

Space Dumplins
Craig Thompson
When her dad goes missing, 
Violet sets out with a group 
of misfit friends on a quest to 
find him.
$14.99 US

Copper
Kazu Kibuishi
Copper is curious, Fred is 
fearful. And together boy 
and dog are off on an 
adventure through marvelous 
worlds, powered by Copper’s 
limitless imagination.
$12.99 US

Graveyard Shakes
Laura Terry
Victoria must team up with 
a ghost to find her missing 
sister before she becomes 
part of a madman’s sinister 
spell.
$12.99 US

The Witch Boy/
The Hidden Witch/
The Midwinter Witch
Molly Knox Ostertag
Aster is determined to study 
witchcraft, just like the girls 
in his family, and discovers 
a great danger only he can 
stop.
$12.99 US

Glitch
Sarah Graley
Izzy has an incredible 
secret—she can enter the 
world of her new video 
game! How is this possible?! 
And how can she fight for 
this virtual world when she’s 
got a whole real life to keep 
up with?
$14.99 US

Dugout: The Zombie 
Steals Home
Scott Morse
Twins Stacy and Gina are 
on rival little league teams, 
and when Gina accidentally 
unleashes a curse that wakes 
the dead, Stacy’s team gets 
coached by a baseball-
playing zombie!
$12.99 US

Ghostopolis
Doug TenNapel
Garth is accidentally zapped 
to the spirit world by a ghost 
wrangler. Can he find a way 
to get back home?
$12.99 US

Nnewts (Books 1–3)
Doug TenNapel
Follow Herk the Nnewt and 
his friends as they defend 
Amphibopolis from the evil 
Lizzarks.
$10.99 US

Cleopatra in Space 
(Books 1–5)
Mike Maihack
Young Cleopatra (yes, THAT 
Cleopatra) is transported to 
the future to save the galaxy 
from an evil ruler!
$14.99 US

Do You 
Doodle?
We gave four Graphix artists 
this doodle and asked them 
to turn it into whatever they 
want. Here’s what they came 
up with! Now it’s your turn 
to finish the doodle. What 
will you come up with?

Aron Nels Steinke (Mr. Wolf’s Class)

Molly Knox Ostertag (The Witch Boy)

Mike Maihack (Cleopatra in Space) 

Kristen Gudsnuk (Making Friends)

Making Friends 
(Books 1–2)
Kristen Gudsnuk
Danielle needs a perfect 
friend, but sometimes 
making (or creating) one is 
a lot easier than keeping one!
$12.99 US

COMINGFALL 2019!
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Pokémon
Each book features two 
stories, jam-packed with 
adventures and Pokémon 
battles!
$7.99 US

($18.99 CAN)

($16.99 CAN) ($16.99 CAN)

($16.99 CAN)

($19.99 CAN)

($9.99 CAN)

($19.99 CAN)
($16.99 CAN)

($16.99 CAN) ($13.99 CAN)

($16.99 CAN)



Wings of Fire
(Books 1–3)
Tui T. Sutherland/
Mike Holmes
The bestselling saga—
now a graphic novel series! 
Five dragonets have been 
chosen to end the war 
between the tribes. Are the 
friends ready to meet their 
destiny, or will they choose 
freedom over fate?
$12.99 US

Quiz: Which 
Dragonet Are You?
1. If you could live anywhere, where would you live?
 a. A lovely, muddy swamp.
 b. By the ocean. I love to swim.
 c. As long as it has a library, I’m happy.
 d. Somewhere hot—a desert even!
 e. Somewhere tropical, humid, and damp.

2. You’re facing a hostile dragon. What do you do?
 a. Talk it out. I’ll fight if I need to, but I’d rather not.
 b. Attack! No one’s getting past me!
 c. Hide! I’m a thinker, not a fighter.
 d. Can’t we be friends instead?
 e. Most don’t even bother to try to attack me.

3. What’s your favorite color?
 a. Amber, brown, or other earth tones.
 b. Dark blues and greens.
 c. Dark purple and black.
 d. Pale gold or yellow.
 e. It depends on my mood.

4. Your greatest fear is:
 a. Hurting the ones I love.
 b. Getting lost.
 c. Not being smart enough.
 d. My friends not getting along.
 e. No one wanting me around.

5. Your friends know they can always count on you to:
 a. Be there.
 b. Lead the way.
 c. Know the answer.
 d. Cheer them up.
 e. Surprise them.

ANSWER KEY

You’re Clay the MudWing 
(If you answered mostly A’s)
Loyal and protective, you act like an 

older sibling to all your friends. You 
don’t like conflict, but your friends 
know they can rely on you.

 
You’re Tsunami the SeaWing  

(Mostly B’s)
Brave and outspoken, you see yourself 

as the leader of the pack. You also like to 
dream that you’re long-lost royalty.
 
You’re Starflight the NightWing  

(Mostly C’s)
With your snout often stuck in a scroll, you’re 

a brainy one. You take your lessons very 
seriously, and would rather rely on your mind 

than your claws.
 

You’re Sunny the SandWing (Mostly D’s)
Beloved for your kindness and cheer, you're a true 

friend to all and can charm even the grumpiest of 
dragons.
 

You’re Glory the RainWing (Mostly E’s)
People tend to underestimate you, but in reality 

you’re smart, strong, and very capable.

COMINGFALL 2019!
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SCHOLASTIC TM/® Scholastic Inc. BONE art © 2005 by Jeff Smith. DOG MAN TM/® Dav Pilkey. 
Amulet art © 2008 by Kazu Kibuishi. Raina art © 2019 by Raina Telgemeier. Sunny art © 2019 by Matthew Holm.

($16.99 CAN)



Honey -- move -- I 
           need to --

 . . . And then my mom 
and I spent the rest of 

                    the night puking!!

. . . . . . 

Raina, you are grossing 
us out!

Sorry, 
Nicole. 

COMING FALL 2019!

Dog Man #7: For 
Whom the Ball Rolls
Dav Pilkey
Part dog, part man, and ALL 
HERO! Don’t miss the newest 
and seventh book in the 
internationally bestselling 
graphic novel series by 
the creator of Captain 
Underpants, on sale 8/13/19!
$12.99 US

Captain Underpants 
and the Preposterous 
Plight of the Purple 
Potty People
Dav Pilkey
George Beard and Harold 
Hutchins have created the 
greatest superhero in the 
history of their elementary 
school. Can the curtain-
caped crusader save the day 
yet again?
$9.99 US

Guts
Raina Telgemeier
In this companion to Smile 
and Sisters, Raina Telgemeier 
shares her story about 
growing up and gathering 
the courage to face—and 
conquer—her fears.
$12.99 US

The Baby-sitters Club 
#7: Boy-Crazy Stacey
Ann M. Martin/Gale Galligan
Baby-sitting for two weeks 
at the New Jersey shore 
is going great: There’s a 
gorgeous house right on the 
beach, plenty of sun and 
sand . . . and the cutest boy 
Stacey has ever seen!
$10.99 US

Wings of Fire 
Graphic Novel #3: 
The Hidden Kingdom
Tui T. Sutherland/ 
Mike Holmes
The bestselling Wings of Fire 
series soars to new heights 
in the third graphic novel 
adaptation.
$12.99 US

Sunny Rolls the Dice
Jennifer L. Holm/
Matthew Holm
Welcome to the messy world 
of middle school friendships. 
As Sunny’s best friend 
becomes interested in boys, 
Sunny becomes interested in 
Dungeons and Dragons. Can 
their friendship survive?
$12.99 US

Mr. Wolf’s Class #3: 
Lucky Stars
Aron Nels Steinke
Every day in Mr. Wolf’s class 
is an adventure . . . even 
when you have to stay home 
from school!
$9.99 US

The Midwinter Witch
Molly Knox Ostertag
The acclaimed graphic novel 
world of The Witch Boy and 
The Hidden Witch comes to 
a thrilling conclusion in this 
story of friendship, family, 
and finding your true power.
$12.99 US

Exclusive sneak peek of Raina Telgemeier’s next graphic memoir, Guts!

Catwad #2: It’s Me, Two
Jim Benton
Catwad and Blurmp are back 
and ready for more adventures 
in the newest collection of 
hilarious stories.
$8.99 US

The Seventh Voyage 
Stanislaw Lem/Jon J Muth
A zany Sci-Fi Tall Tale about 
an astronaut caught in a time 
loop in space who must face 
past and present versions of 
himself.
$19.99 US

COMINGFALL 2019!
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DOG MAN TM/® Dav Pilkey
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VISIT SCHOLASTIC.COM/GRAPHIX
for comics, games, videos, and more! 
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